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Course Outline: 

- Time Series
- Autocorrelation
- Fourier Transformation



An oscillation is a periodic motion, repeating over time t.

• Amplitude the distance between the midline of a wave 
and the maximum.

• Period is the time it takes a wave to complete one cycle.

• Frequency is the number of cycles that are completed in 
a certain amount of time.
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Temporal statistical analysis enables you to examine and 
model the behaviour of a variable in a data set over time.

TEMPORAL ANALYSIS

y = f(t) + ɛ 

where, parameter t is time, parameter y is the investigated 
data and ɛ is error.
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Ideal Observed

Error may be introduced by many sources: Human error, instrument, accuracy, precision, sampling method, 
rounding error, instability in applied equations.  



T i m e

• Observation: a) Temporal variation of a single pixel 
of an image, e.g. representing intensity. b) Time variation 
of any measured unit such as radio flux, temperature, 
GDP, share price capita and so on…

• Simulation: Data generated by a model. The 
obtained data may oscillate over “time”.

Univariate Time Series:  A sequence of 
numerical data points in successive order. 

PARAMETER Y



In a time series, parameter t, time, is often the 
independent variable and the goal is usually to 
make a forecast for the future or prove a 
hypothesis. 

The investigated data may be internal structure! 
There are aspects must be considered when 
dealing with time series: 

• Q1: Is it homogeneous?
• Q2: Is it stationary?
• Q3: Is there a seasonality?

TIME SERIES
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Total Sunspot Number
Date SSN
… …

1818.350 60
1818.352 62
1818.354 47
1818.356 50
1818.358 53
1818.360 55
1818.370 75
1818.372 103

… …



HOMOGENEOUS DATA

No gaps in the data.

Time Series
Date y
… …

1818.350 60
1818.352 62
1818.354 47
1818.356 50
1818.358 NA
1818.36 55
1818.37 75
1818.372 103

… …

Constant ΔT!

import pandas as pd
ts = pd.Series.from_csv(‘file_name’)   # Pandas Time Series
df = pd.read_csv(‘file_name’)          # Pandas DataFrame



STATIONARY DATA
A common assumption in many time series techniques is that the data are stationary.

Data points are often non-stationary or have means,  variances, and  covariances  that change over time. 
Non-stationary behaviours can be deterministic such as
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• non-linear trends.• linear trends,

df.plot.line(‘x_label’, ‘y_label’)



STATIONARY DATA
Changing variance and/or average of signal.
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A linear trend can be transformed to a stationary process by 
differencing.  You do not have to use linear regression model!

yt - yt-1 = β + ɛt

y
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yt = yt-1 + β + ɛt

De-trending: Linear Trend

Advantages:

Disadvantage:

• The process loses one observation each time the 
difference is taken.

• Relatively simple and fast.
• The transformed data has meaning.

df[‘label’] = df[‘label’].diff()



Sunspot Numbers 
between 2014 and 2017



De-trending can be performed by fitting an m-order polynomial to the signal and 
subtract it or by using the second (third so on) difference of data.

De-trending: Non-Linear Trend

y = β0 + β1 t+ β2 t2+  … + βm tm+ ɛ

Deciding the order of polynomial:

• Perform a polynomial fit starting with m-order.
• σS = S(m) / (n-m-1), where parameter S(m) is sum of the square of residuals, 

parameter n is the number of data points and parameter m is the polynomial order.
• Plot S(m) and locate the minimum or when there is no significant decrease in its value as 

the degree of polynomial is increased.



Sunspot Numbers 
between 2010 and 2017



Read the file, named ‘SSN_term_1.csv’ with pandas DataFrame.  Remove the linear 
trend from the data by using first differencing.



import pandas as pd

# Read the database with Pandas
df = pd.read_csv(‘SSN_term_1.csv’)

# Use first differencing
df[‘SSN’] = df[‘SSN’].diff()

# Plot the data without the trend
df.plot.line(‘Date’, ‘SSN’)



AUTOCORRELATION
• Autocorrelation is the correlation of 

a signal with a delayed copy of itself.

• Instead of correlation between two 
different variables, the correlation is 
between two values of the same variable 
at times Xi and Xi+k.

• The correlation between the variables is 
always in the range of -1 and 1. 
 
   Zero: No correlation. 
   Minus One:  Anti-correlation 
   One: Correlation

Original data

SSN

10

60

62

47

Data (lag 1)

SSN SSN (lag1)

10 NA

60 10

62 60

47 62

50 47

NA 50

Data (lag 2)

SSN SSN (lag2)

10 NA

60 NA

62 10

47 60

50 62

NA 47

NA 50
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_(information_theory)


import pandas as pd

# Read the database with Pandas
df = pd.read_csv(‘ACF_sine.csv’)

# Plot the signal
x.plot.line()

pd.plotting.autocorrelation_plot(x['A'])

• Generate Autocorrelation Function with Pandas:

• Read the data and create a line plot:



SEASONAL DATA

• Estimate the seasonal component of variation.
• Subtract the estimated seasonal component S from 

the original time series,  y

t

Unwanted seasonality

Seasonality  is the presence of variations that occur at specific regular intervals It can be 
confirmed by using:

• An ACF can help identify seasonality.
• A run sequence plot will often show seasonality.

Δyt = yt - yt-S  .

Seasonal adjustment method:

df[‘label’] = df[‘label’].diff(S)



# Import pandas module
import pandas as pd

# Read airline database (csv format) 
x = pd.read_csv(‘airline.csv’)

# Plot the temporal variation of Passengers
x.plot.line()

# Autocorrelation to estimate the seasonality
pd.plotting.autocorrelation_plot(x['Passengers'])

• The units are a count of the number of airline passengers 
in thousands from 1949 to 1960. The cadence is one month.

• There is a seasonal fluctuation which is not in the scope of our 
research.

Seasonal coefficient S = 12.

2*S
3*S

4*S



# Apply seasonal differencing
x['Passengers'] = x[‘Passengers'].diff(12)

# Plot the temporal variation of Passengers
x.plot.line()

• Removing seasonal behaviour.  the seasonal coefficient is 12.



EXAMPLE: Solar Flare X-Ray Counts

• Investigating the RHESSI satellite hard X-Ray Flux.

• Each RHESSI orbit provides approximately 1 hr of solar observations 
followed by about 40 minutes of time spent in eclipse. 

• This introduces an unwanted seasonal behaviour. 



Read the file, named ‘temperature.csv’ with pandas DataFrame.  This data contains the 
minimum daily temperatures (in Celsius) over between 1981-1990 in the city 
Melbourne,  Australia. Remove the seasonal trend from the data. Use ACF to estimate 
the seasonal coefficient and use seasonal differencing.



import pandas as pd                             # Import pandas module

x = pd.read_csv(‘temperature.csv’)              # Read airline database 

x.plot.line()                                   # Temporal variation of Passengers

pd.plotting.autocorrelation_plot(x[‘Temp’])     # Autocorrelation

x['Temp'] = x[‘Temp’].diff(365)                 # Apply seasonal differencing

x.plot.line()                                   # De-trending



INITIALISING DATA
Summary

No.
• Is your data homogenous? 

• Is your data stationary? Linear trend: Use first differencing.
Non-Linear trend: Fit a polynomial function.

• Is your data seasonal? Linear trend: Use seasonal differencing.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Ready for temporal analysis.

No.

No.

Calculate the missing values / interpolate data.



FOURIER TRANSFORM

A signal to be decomposed into a sum of sine waves. Any periodic signal s(t) 
can be written as a sum of sine waves with various amplitudes, frequencies and phases.
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GENERATING SINE SIGNAL

import numpy as np
t = np.arange(0, 550, 1)

y = A * np.sin(k * t - p)

Generate a numpy array with the function arange(start, end, step).

Generate a sine wave, where parameter ‘A’ is the amplitude, parameter ‘p’ is the phase 
and parameter ‘k’ is the angular frequency.



import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

t = np.arange(0, 550, 1)                                # Time range of the signal
k1, p1, a1 = 0.1, 1, 0.5                                # Parameters of sine wave
s = a1 * np.sin(k1 * t - p1)                            # Generate the signal

Y = np.fft.fft(s)                                       # Fourier transform
N = int(len(Y)/2+1)                                     # Sample number
fa = 1                                                  # Maximum frequency (minimum period)
X = np.linspace(0, fa/2, N, endpoint=True)              # Generate Fourier Spectrum

plt.vlines(X, [0], 2.0*np.abs(Y[:N])/N)                 # Plot FFT



FFT: LEAKAGE EFFECT
The input signal is considered infinite! 

The signal has to be strictly periodic, which introduces the 
so called windowing to eliminate the leakage effect.

Wrong Amplitude 
Spectrum 

because of 
Leakage Effect



Using Humming window

+ =

• By using a Humming-window, the input signal is continuous.  

• The Frequency Domain signal is now correctly representing the 
amplitude of the original signal.

s = np.hanning(len(s)) * s



Generate a sine wave (A=0.5, k = 0.1, p=1) and apply a Hanning window. Calculate the FFT of the signal.



import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

t = np.arange(0, 550, 1)                                # Time range of the signal
k1, p1, a1 = 0.1, 1, 0.5                                # Parameters of sine wave
s = a1 * np.sin(k1 * t - p1)                            # Generate the signal

s = np.hanning(len(s)) * s                              # Apply Hanning Window

Y = np.fft.fft(s)                                       # Fourier transform
N = int(len(Y)/2+1)                                     # Sample number
fa = 1                                                  # Maximum frequency (minimum period)
X = np.linspace(0, fa/2, N, endpoint=True)              # Generate Fourier Spectrum

plt.vlines(X, [0], 2.0*np.abs(Y[:N])/N)                 # Plot FFT



(White) Noise on the Signal

+ =

Signal + Return a random number from a uniform 
distribution. = Realistic signal



White noise  is a random signal having 
equal intensity at different frequencies.

How to separate 
significant peaks?



• Generate a random sample k-times (practically k should be > few thousands.).  

• Calculate FFT for each sample and estimate the average / standard deviation of the combined samples.

• Use the formula TH = average + n * standard deviation  (where ’n’ is usually 1,2,3) as threshold.

Significant random 
peaks with TH = 3σ! 

Restored signal after 
removing the 
wrong signals.



Generate a sine wave (A=0.5, k = 0.1, p=1) with noise! Use the uniform function 
from the random module and create a noise array. The size of the noise array is 
the same as the since signal and it contains numbers between -1 and 1). Add the 
noise and the signal and calculate the FFT.



import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

t = np.arange(0, 550, 1)                            # Time range of the signal

k1, p1, a1 = 0.1, 1, 0.5                            # Parameters of sine wave
s = a1 * np.sin(k1 * t - p1)                        # Generate the signal

noise = []                                          # Generate uniform white noise
for i in range(len(time)):
   noise.append(r.uniform(-1, 1))

s  = s + noise                                      # Add the noise and the signal 
s = np.hanning(len(s)) * s                          # Apply Hanning Window

Y = np.fft.fft(s)                                   # Fourier transform
N = int(len(Y)/2+1)                                 # Sample number
fa = 1                                              # Maximum frequency (minimum period)
X = np.linspace(0, fa/2, N, endpoint=True)          # Generate Fourier Spectrum

plt.vlines(X, [0], 2.0*np.abs(Y[:N])/N)             # Plot FFT



COLOURS OF NOISE
• White noise: Pure random 

behaviour mixed in the signal.
• Red noise or Brownian noise: 

Many physical processes follow red noise.
• Blue noise: Usually generated by a 

red noise signal after differencing!



• Red noise or Brownian noise: Your signal is sitting on the noise!

+ =

• Blue noise: The noise is sitting on your signal!

+ =
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Solar X-Ray Oscillations 
based on RHESSI and GOES Observations



Analysis complete.

Is the FFT noisy?

No

Apply a window.

Captured Data

Perform FFT

Strong lower 
frequency noise?

Yes

No NoStrong higher 
frequency noise?

All 
frequency noise?

Fit red noise. Fit blue noise. Fit white noise.

Yes Yes Yes

• Perform FFT 
on noise using MC

• Calculate TH level.
• Perform FFT on 

original signal.
• Subtract noise FFT 

from signal FFT.


